Computer Society (Jr.)- Battle of the Bids

The third event of Computer Society (Jr.) was “Battle of the Bids” which, as the name suggests, was an
auction. The event was a mock IPL auction where teams would get to bid for the players from IPL 2018.
The event began with prizes given to winners of the previous event, “Murder in the Ranks” and “Blog
Writing”. Then began an elimination round in which teams had to answer questions about IPL since its
inception. The questions, which were based on stats and facts, were made in such a way that they
checked the true passion of the participants for IPL. While the corrections were going on, the audience
were kept engaged by asking them interesting questions which showed the enthusiasm of the
participants for this event. The rules of the auction were then explained to the participants and the top
8 teams based on highest marks scored qualified to the auction round of the event.

Elimination Round

Audience Interaction

After the teams had settled, there were two wildcard questions asked and two more teams made it to
the auction round. The auction then began with great energy shown by the teams. The batsmen and
bowlers were sold to teams with the highest bid and the auctioneer had to quick enough to take the
bids of teams which were full of enthusiasm. The highest bid throughout the auction was also for a
bowler and the bids for these bowlers received great cheer from the audience. After the all-rounders
were sold, a surprise element was introduced which was the “Coach Card”. There were four coach cards
and teams had to bid for them. Then the auction proceeded with the wicket-keepers and uncapped
players. After this, two more surprise cards were introduced and the bids for them went really high.
After these cards were sold, an auction was conducted for the unsold players for any team to complete
its quota of 5 players.
The scoring system was based on player points or the Most Valuable Player points which are officially
assigned by IPL to each player based on their performance in IPL 2018 and the team with the maximum
points wins. The calculation of these scores was computerized and hence the results were out very
quickly. The team which stood second was KXIP(Kings XI Punjab) and the participants were Kaustubh
Rathi, Sahil Shah and Siddharth Somani.The first prize winners were Janmesh Kashiramka, Shravan
Mundra and Rushil Shekhar representing team CSK(Chennai Super Kings). The event concluded with a
vote of thanks and the prizes given away by the Vice Principal Mrs. Geetha Menon.

Bidding in the Auction

Winners of the Event

